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The purpose of this study was to replicate and extend the classic study of vowel acoustics by 
Peterson and Barney (PB) [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 24, 175-184 (1952)]. Recordings were made of 45 
men, 48 women, and 46 children producing the vowels/i,t,e,e,a:,a,•,o,u,u,n,3•/in h-V-d syllables. 
Formant contours for F1-F4 were measured from LPC spectra using a custom interactive editing 
tool. For comparison with the PB data, formant patterns were sampled at a time that was judged by 
visual inspection to be maximally steady. Analysis of the formant data shows numerous differences 
between the present data and those of PB, both in terms of average frequencies of F1 and F2, and 
the degree of overlap among adjacent vowels. As with the original study, listening tests showed that 
the signals were nearly always identified as the vowel intended by the talker. Discriminant analysis 
showed that the vowels were more poorly separated than the PB data based on a static sample of the 
formant pattern. However, the vowels can be separated with a high degree of accuracy if duration 
and spectral change information is included. 

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq, 43.71.Es, 43.72.Ar 

INTRODUCTION 

The most widely cited experiment on the acoustics and 
perception of vowels is a surprisingly simple study con- 
ducted at Bell Telephone Laboratories by Peterson and Bar- 
ney (1952) shortly after the introduction of the sound spec- 
trograph. Peterson and Barney (PB) recorded two repetitions 
of ten vowels in /hVd/ context spoken by 33 men, 28 
women, and 15 children. Acoustic measurements from 
narrow-band spectra consisted of formant frequencies (F l- 
F3), formant amplitudes, and fundamental frequency (F0). 
The measurements were taken at a single time slice that was 
judged to be "steady state." The /hVd/ signals were also 
presented to listeners for identification. The results of the 
measurement study showed a strong relationship between the 
intended vowel and the formant frequency pattern. However, 
there was considerable formant frequency variability from 
one speaker to the next, and there was a substantial degree of 
overlap in the formant frequency patterns among adjacent 
vowels. The listening study showed that the vowels were 
highly identifiable: The overall error rate was 5.6%, and 
nearly all of the errors involved confusions between adjacent 
vowels. 

The PB measurements have played a central role in the 
development and testing of theories of vowel recognition. 
Acoustic measurements for the signals recorded by PB have 
been widely distributed to speech research laboratories (e.g., 
Watrous, 1991) and have been used in numerous studies to 
evaluate alternative models of vowel recognition (e.g., 
Nearey, 1978; Nearey et aL, 1979; Syrdal, 1985; Syrdal and 
Gopal, 1986; Nearey, 1992; Lippmann, 1989; Miller, 1989; 
Hillenbrand and Gayreft, 1993a). Despite the widespread 
use of the PB measurements, there are several well recog- 
nized limitations to the database. Perhaps the most important 
limitation is that the database consi•t• exclusively of acoustic 
measurements taken at a single time slice. Duration measure- 
ments were not made, and no information is available about 
the pattern of spectral change over time. There is now a solid 

body of evidence indicating that dynamic properties such as 
duration and spectral change play an important role in vowel 
perception (e.g., Ainsworth, 1972; Bennett, 1968; Di Bene- 
detto, 1989ab; Hillenbrand and Gayreft, 1993b; Jenkins 
etal., 1983; Nearey, 1989; Nearey and Assmann, 1986; 
Stevens, 1959; Strange, 1989; Strange et al., 1983; Tiffany, 
1953; Whalen, 1989). Other limitations of the PB database 
include: (1) There is no indication that subjects were 
screened for dialect, and very little is known about the dia- 
lect of either the speakers or the listeners; (2) listening results 
were not reported separately for men, women, and child talk- 
ers; (3) no information is given about the age or gender of 
the child talkers; (4) measures were made from a relatively 
small group of children; (5) there is no way to determine the 
identifiability of individual tokens; (6) measurement reliabil- 
ity was not reported; and (7) since the original signals are no 
longer available, the database cannot be used to evaluate 
signal representations other than F0 and formant frequen- 
cies. 

The present study represents an attempt to address these 
limitations. Recordings were made of/hVd/utterances spo- 
ken by a large group of men, women, and children. Measure- 
ments were made of vowel duration, F0 contours, and for- 
mant frequency contours. The signals were also presented to 
a panel of listeners for identification. Finally, discriminant 
analysis was used to classfly the signals using various com- 
binations of the acoustic measurements. 

I. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS 

A. Methods 

1. Talkers 

Talkers consisted of 45 men, 48 women, and 46 ten- to 
12-year-old children (27 boys, 19 girls). The majority of the 
speakers (87%) were raised in Michigan's lower peninsula, 
primarily the southeastern and southwestern parts of the 
state. The remainder were primarily from other areas of the 
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upper midwest, such as Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
northern Ohio, and northern Indiana. An extensive screening 
procedure was used to select these 139 subjects from a larger 
group. The most important part of the screening procedure 
was a careful dialect assessment, focusing especially on sub- 
jects' production of the/a/-/•/distinction. The/a/-/•/dis- 
tinction is not maintained by many speakers of American 
English, a fact which we believed (incorrecfiy, as it turned 
out) might account for the relatively high confusability re- 
ported by PB for this pair of vowels. 

The screening procedure began with a 5- to 7-min infor- 
mal conversation with one of the experimenters. This con- 
versation was tape recorded for later review by an experi- 
enced phonetitian. Subjects next read a 128-word passage 
that contained several instances of words with/o/and/•/. 

Subjects were eliminated if the phonetician noted any sys- 
tematic departure from general American English, or if the 
speaker failed to maintain the /o/-/•/ distinction either in 
spontaneous speech or in the 128-word passage. Subjects 
were also required to pass a brief task which tested their 
ability to discriminate/n/-/•/minimal pairs. In addition to 
the dialect assessment, subjects were eliminated if they: (1) 
were non-native speakers of English; (2) showed any evi- 
dence of a speech, language, or voice disorder; (3) showed 
any evidence of a current respiratory infection; or (4) failed a 
20-dB pure-tone screening at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. 

2. Recordings 

Audio recordings were made of subjects reading lists 
containing 12 vowels: The ten vowels recorded by PB 
(/ij,œ,•,o,•,u,u•%a•/) plus /e/ and /o/. Also recorded were 
four diphthongs in/h-d/context, and both vowels and diph- 
thongs in isolation. Only results from the 12/hVd/utterances 
will be described in this report. Subjects read from one of 12 
different randomizations of a list containing the words 
"heed," "hid," "hayed," "head," "had," "hod," "hawed," 
"hoed," "hood," "who'd," "hud," "heard," "hoyed," 
"hide," "hewed," and "how'd." Subjects were given as 
much time as needed to practice the task and demonstrate an 
understanding of the pronunciations that were expected for 
each key word. Recordings were made of several readings of 
the list once the experimenter was satisfied that the subject 
understood the task. Once the recording session began, the 
experimenter did not audition each stimulus and request ad- 
ditional readings based on the experimentefts judgment of 
correct pronunciation.: An attempt was made to record at 
least three readings of the list. This was often not possible in 
the case of the children, who took longer to train than adults 
and sometimes tired of the task after two readings. 

The recordings were made with a digital audio recorder 
(Sony PCM-F1) and a dynamic microphone (Shure 570-S). 
One token of each stimulus from each talker was low-pass 
filtered at 7.2 kHz and digitized at 16 kHz with 12 bits of 
amplitude resolution on a PDP 11/73 computer. Unless there 
were problems with recording fidelity or background noise, 
tokens were taken from the subject's first reading of the list. 
The gain on an input amplifier was adjusted individually for 
each token so that the peak amplitude was at least 80% of the 
_+10-V dynamic range of the A/D, with no peak clipping. 

tOO0 
r• 

3000 

TIME 

FIG. 1. Spectral peak display of the word "heard" spoken by a child. The 
dashed vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of the vowel nucleus. 
The top panel shows the signal after the original 14-pole LPC analysis, the 
middle panel shows the signal after reanalysis with 18 poles, and the bottom 
panel shows the signal after hand editing with a custom editing tool. 

& Acoustic measurements 

a. Vowel duration and "steady-state" times. The start- 
ing and ending times of vocalic nuclei were measured by 
hand from high-resolution gray-scale digital spectrograms 
using standard measurement criteria (Peterson and Lehiste, 
1960). In an attempt to produce a data set comparable to PB, 
two experimenters, working independently, made a judgment 
of steady-state time for each signal. The measures were made 
while viewing a spectral peak display (Fig. 1) and a gray- 
scale spectrogram. PB provide a very brief description of 
how steady-state times were located, indicating only that the 
spectrum was sampled, "... following the influence of the/hi 
and preceding the influence of the/d/, during which a prac- 
tically steady state is reached" (Peterson and Barney, 1952, 
p. 177). The two experimenters worked from this brief de- 
scription, and from the ten examples shown in Fig. 2 of PB. 

In addition to the hand measurements of steady-state 
times, we experimented with several methods of determining 
steady-state times automatically through an analysis of ed- 
ited formant contours. Of the several methods that were 

tried, the technique that seemed to produce the best results 
defined steady state as the center of the sequence of seven 
analysis frames (56 ms) with the minimum slope in log F2- 
log F1 space (Miller, 1989). 

b. Formant contours. Formant-frequency analysis be- 
gan with the calculation of 14-pole, 128-point linear- 
predictive coding (LPC) spectra every 8 ms over 16 ms (256 
point) hamming windowed segments. The frequencies of the 
first seven spectral peaks were then extracted from the LPC 
spectrum files. The frequencies of spectral peaks were esti- 
mated with a three-point parabolic interpolation, yielding a 
finer resolution than the 61.5-Hz frequency quantization. 
Files containing the LPC peak data served as the input to a 
custom interactive editor. The editor allows the experimenter 
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TABLE I. Percentage of utt•ranc.½s showing a formant merger anywhere in 
the vowel nucleus. Shown in parentheses are the percentage of utterances 
showing a formant merger at "steady state." 

Vowel F1 -F2 F2-F3 

/i/ 0.0 (0.0) 10.0 (s.o) 
/i/ 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 
/e/ 0.0 (0.0) 9.3 (4.7) 
/e! o.o (o.o) o.o (o.o) 
/aed 0.0 (0.0) 3.3 (3.3) 
/a/ 2.0 (2.0) 0.7 (0.0) 
/g 4.0 (2.0) 0.7 (0.7) 
Iol 2.7 (1.3) 0.0 (0.0) 
/u/ o.o (o.o) o.o (o.o) 
/u/ 1.3 (0.7) 0.7 (0.7) 
/M 0.7 (0.7) 0.0 (0.0) 
I•1 0.0 (0.0) 15.3 (11.3) 

to reanalyze the signal with different LPC analysis param- 
eters and to hand edit the formant tracks. 

Editing and analysis decisions were based on an exami- 
nation of the LPC peak display overlaid on a gray-scale 
spectrogram and, in some cases, on an examination of indi- 
vidual LPC or Fourier spectral slices. General knowledge of 
acoustic phonetics also played a role in the editing process. 
For example, editing decisions were frequently influenced by 
the experimenter's knowledge of the close proximity of F2 
and F3 for vowels such as/i/and/s,/, the close proximity of 
F1 and F2 for vowels such as/a/and/u/, and so on (see 
Ladefoged, 1967, for an excellent discussion of the inherent 
circularity in this method of estimating vowel formants, and 
for other insightful comments on the formant analysis). Con- 
siderations such as these often led the experimenter to con- 
clude that a formant merger occurred. In these cases, the 
LPC spectra were recomputed with a larger number of poles 
until the merged formants separated. 

Once the experimenter was satisfied with the analysis, 
editing commands could be used to hand edit any formant 
tracking errors that remained. Figure 1 shows an example of 
the utterance "heard" spoken by a ten-year-old boy: (a) after 
the original 14-pole analysis, (b) after reanalysis with 18 
poles, and (c) after hand-editing. (For simplicity, the gray- 
scale spectrogram underlying the peak display is not shown.) 
The vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of the 
vowel nucleus. Two commands are available for hand editing 
the formant contours. One command allows the experimenter 
to use the mouse to delete a spurious peak, and a second 
command allows the experimenter to use the mouse to inter- 
polate through "holes" in the formant contour. For example, 
in the center panel of Fig. 1, there is a gap in the F3 contour 
toward the end of the vowel. Clicking the mouse on either 
side of this gap causes the program to linearly interpolate 
formant frequencies through this gap. 

It was not uncommon for utterances to show formant 

mergers throughout all or part of the vocalic nucleus that 
could not be resolved using these methods. In these cases, 
zeros were written into the higher of the two formant slots 
showing the merger (e.g., F3 was zeroed out in the case of 
an F2-F3 merger). Table I shows the frequency of occur- 
renee of formant mergers for each of the 12 vowels. 

TABLE I1. Average absolute difference between formant frequencies 
sampled at "steady-state" times demrmined by two judges. Figures in pa- 
rentheses are differences as a percent of average formant frequency. 

Men Women Children Overall 

F1 7.5 (1.3%) 9.2 (1.5%) 10.7 (1.8%) 9.2 (1.5%) 
F2 14.2 (0.8%) 20.0 (1.1%) 18.5 (1.1%) 17.6 (1.0%) 
F3 18.6 (0.7) 21.2 (0.7%) 27.6 (1.0%) 22.5 (0.8%) 
F4 20.6 (0.5%) 31.5 (0.8%) 36.4 (0.9%) 29.5 (0.7%) 

For the present study, formants were edited only be- 
tween the starting and ending times of the vowel. Contours 
for F1-F3 were measured for all signals, except in cases of 
unresolvable formant mergers. The fourth formant was mea- 
sured only when a well-defined F4 contour was clearly vis- 
ible both on the LPC peak display and the gray-scale spec- 
trogram. The fourth formant was judged to be unmeasurable 
for 15.6% of the utterances. 

c. Fundamental frequency contours. FO contours were 
extracted with an autocorrelation pitch tracker (Hillenbrand, 
1988), followed by hand editing using the tool described 
above. Gross tracking errors such as pitch halving and pitch 
doubling were corrected by reanalyzing the signal with an 
option that imposes an upper or lower limit on the search for 
the autocorrelation peak. Any errors that remained were cor- 
rected using the editing commands that were described 
above. 

B. Results 

1. Measuroment reliability 
a. Vowel duration. Vowel durations for 10% of the ut- 

terances were remeasured independently by a second experi- 
menter. The utterances chosen for remeasurement were 

drawn at random from the total of 1668 signals, but with 
approximately equal numbers of men, women, and children. 
The averaged absolute difference between the original and 
remeasured durations was 6.9 ms. This result is in line with 

reliability data for vowel duration reported by Allen (1978) 
and Smith et al. (1986). 

b. Steady-state times. Steady-state times were mea- 
sured by two experimenters for all 1668 utterances. The av- 
erage absolute difference between the two measurements 
was 21.1 ms, or 7.7% of average vowel duration. However, 
more important than the time difference between these two 
measurements is the difference in the formant frequency pat- 
tern at these two sample points. These results, shown in 
Table lI, indicate that formant frequencies at the two sample 
points typically differed by roughly 1% of average formant 
frequency. 

c. Formant frequencies. Two methods were used to es- 
timate the reliability of the formant frequency measurements. 
The first method involved a simple reanalysis of 10% of the 
utterances using the LPC-based signal processing and editing 
techniques described previously. The second method in- 
volved a reanalysis of 10% of the utterances using the same 
peak picking and editing techniques but with 128-point cep- 
strally smoothed spectra instead of LPC spectra. The primary 
motivation for this comparison was Di Benedetto's (1989a) 
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TABLE IIL Measurement-remeasutement reliability for formant frequencies obtained from a randomly se- 
lected 10% of the signals. Values are given as average absolule differences and average signed differences. 

Men Women Children Overall 

Abs Signed Abs Signed Abs Signed Abs Signed 

F1 8.1 -1.8 12.2 -3.3 14.2 -2.5 11.7 -2.6 

F2 20.7 2.8 26.4 2.8 27.4 2.4 25.2 3.4 

F3 23. I 1.2 28.2 1.2 34.0 8.9 28.7 2.5 

F4 56.2 -3.1 50.7 -3.1 69.1 15.4 59.0 4.0 

report that LPC produced comparable estimates of F2 and 
F3 but estimates of F1 that were low when compared with 
smoothed wideband Fourier spectra. The analysis carried out 
in the present study consisted of calculating Fourier spectra 
over 16 ms (256 point) hamming windowed segments every 
8 ms followed by cepstral smoothing. Cepstral smoothing 
was implemented with the "smoofi" algorithm from Press 
et al. (1988). The size of the smoothing window was ad- 
justed individually for each utterance to minimize spurious 
peaks or eliminate formant mergers. In this sense, the 
degree-of-smoothing parameter performed a role in the cep- 
strum analysis comparable to the number of poles in the LPC 
analysis. The peak picking and editing procedures described 
previously were used to extract formant frequencies from the 
cepstrally smoothed spectra. 

Results for the LPC remeasurement are shown in Table 

III. The results are based on a frame-by-frame comparison of 
the signals, excluding from consideration any frame in which 
either signal showed a merger in the formant slot being com- 
pared. Results are given as average absolute differences and 
as signed differences. Overall, the absolute differences 
ranged from about 12 to 60 Hz, or between 1.0% and 2.0% 
of average formant frequency. 

Table IV compares formant measurements obtained 
from LPC and cepstrally smoothed spectra. Positive numbers 
in the signed-difference columns indicate that the LPC- 
derived formants were higher in frequency than those de- 
rived from cepstrally smoothed spectra. In light of Di Bene- 
deRo's (1989a) findings, the signed differences are of 
particular interest. Consistent with Di Benedetto's results, the 
signed differences are quite small for formants above F1, 
especially as a percent of formant frequency. However, un- 
like Di Benedetto's findings, our results showed slightly 
higher first formants from LPC spectra. This discrepancy 
might be due to differences between the cepstral smoothing 
method used in the present study and the "pseudospectrum" 
method used by Di Benedetto. However, it should be noted 
that Di Benedetto's findings were based on analyses of utter- 
ances spoken by just two men and one woman. 

d. Fundamental frequency. Remeasurement of funda- 
mental frequency contours for 10% of the utterances showed 
a frame-by-frame average absolute difference of 1.7 Hz and 
an average signed difference of 0.6 Hz. 

2. Measurement results 

Acoustic measurements for the/hVd/signals are shown 
in Table V. Fundamental frequency and formant values were 
sampled at the steady-state times determined by one of the 

two experimenters who made these judgments. The averages 
shown in the lable, and the data displayed in the subsequent 
figures, are based on measurements from individual tokens 
that were well identified in the listening study, to be de- 
scribed in the next section. Specifically, for the purposes of 
these calculations, measurements were not included from in- 
dividual tokens that produced an identification error rate of 
15% or greater, where "error" simply means any instance in 
which a signal was identified as a vowel other than that in- 
tended by the talker. Using this criterion, the averages in this 
table are based on measurements from 88.5% of the signals. 
This allows an analysis of measurements for signals for 
which the talkers and listeners are in good agreement about 
the vowel that was spoken. In general, the removal of the 
more ambiguous signals had very little effect on the aver- 
ages, with the important exception of/•/. As will be dis- 
cussed in the next section, there were several instances of 
attempts at/a/that were poorly identified and, in some cases, 
consistently identified as/o/. 

a. Vowel duration. The pattern of durational differences 
among the vowels is very similar to that observed in con- 
nected speech. Our vowel durations from/hVd/syllables are 
two-thirds longer than those measured in connected speech 
by Black (1949), but correlate strongly (r=0.91) with the 
connected speech data. There were significant differences in 
vowel duration across the three talker groups (F[2,33]=9.04, 
p<0.001). Newman-Keuls post-hoc analyses showed signifi- 
cantly shorter durations for the men when compared to either 
the women or the children. Longer durations for the children 
were expected based on numerous developmental studies 
(e.g., Smith, 1978; Kent and Forner, 1980) but the differ- 
ences between the men and the women were not expected. 
We do not have an explanation for this finding and do not 
know ff these male-female duration differences would also 

be seen in conversational speech samples. 
b. Fundamental frequency. Figure 2 compares our av- 

erage values of fundamental frequency with those of PB for 

TABLE IV. Comparison of formant frequencies derived from LPC analysis 
and cepstral smoothing. Results are given as average absolute differences 
and as average signed differences (LPC-cepstrum). Figures in parentheses 
are differences as a percent of average formant frequency. 

Absolute Signed 

F1 53.5 (8.9%) 41.5 (6.9%) 
F2 60.4 (3.5%) 12.7 (0.7%) 
F3 74.0 (2.6%) 10.9 (0.4%) 
F4 91.1 (2.3%) 7.4 (0.2%) 
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TABLE V. Average durations. fundamental frequencies, and formam frequencies of vowels produced by 45 
men, 48 women, and 46 children. Averages are based on a subset of the tokens that were well identified by 
listeners (see text for details). The duration measurements are in ms; all others are in Hz. 

li/ M /el /el Ivel Io/ /3/ Iol lul lul //• I•/ 

Dur 

F0 

F1 

F2 

F3 

F4 

M 243 192 267 189 

W 306 237 320 254 

C 297 248 314 235 

M 138 135 129 127 

W 227 224 219 214 

C 246 241 237 230 

M 342 427 476 580 

W 437 483 536 731 

C 452 511 564 749 

M 2322 2034 2089 1799 

W 2761 2365 2530 2058 

C 3081 2552 2656 2267 

M 3000 2684 2691 2605 

W 3372 3053 3047 2979 

C 3702 3403 3323 3310 

M 3657 3618 3649 3677 

W 4352 4334 4319 4294 

C 4572 4575 4422 4671 

278 267 283 265 192 237 188 263 

332 323 353 326 249 303 226 321 

322 311 319 310 247 278 234 307 

123 123 121 129 133 143 133 130 

215 215 210 217 230 235 218 217 

228 229 225 236 243 249 236 237 

588 768 652 497 469 378 623 474 

669 936 781 555 519 459 753 523 

717 1002 803 597 568 494 749 586 

1952 1333 997 910 1122 997 1200 1379 

2349 1551 1136 1035 1225 1105 1426 1588 

2501 1688 1210 1137 1490 1345 1546 1719 

2601 2522 2538 2459 2434 2343 2550 1710 

2972 2815 2824 2828 2827 2735 2933 1929 

3289 2950 2982 2987 3072 2988 3145 2143 

3624 3687 3486 3384 3400 3357 3557 3334 

4290 4299 3923 3927 4052 4115 4092 3914 

4409 4307 3919 4167 4328 4276 4320 3788 

each of the ten vowels common to the two studies. Data 

points that lie on the solid line in the scatter plot indicate 
identical values, while data points above the line indicate 
higher F0 values for PB. Average F0 values for the men and 
the women typically differed by only a few Hz when com- 
pared to the corresponding vowels recorded by PB. F0 val- 
ues for our children averaged 28 Hz lower than the PB data. 

c. Formant frequencies. Figure 3 shows the average 
frequencies for F1 and F2 for the three talker groups, along 
with ellipses fit to each vowel category. Figure 4 shows the 
individual data points. To improve the clarity of the display, 
data from/e/and/o/have been omitted, and the database has 
been thinned of redundant data points, resulting in the dis- 
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FIG. 2. Scatter plot of F0 values from the present study and from Peterson 
and Barney (1952) for each of the ten vowels common to the two studies. 
Data points above the solid line indicate higher F0 values for the Peterson 
and Barney data. 

play of approximately half of the individual points. While 
there are clearly gross similarities to the PB data, there are 
numerous differences as well. The degree of crowding 
among adjacent vowel categories appears much greater than 
in the PB data, and many of the vowels are in different 
locations in F1-F2 space than in PB. 

Figures 5-7 show acoustic vowel diagrams based on 
average formant frequencies from the present study and from 
PB for men, women, and children, respectively. It is difficult 
to arrive at a simple summary of the differences that are seen 
in these figures. However, to the extent that conventional 
articulatory interpretations of formant data are valid, a few 
general observations can be made. The formant data seem to 
imply a general tendency toward lower tongue positions in 

3OOO 
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FIG. 3. Average values ofF1 and F2 for men, women, and child talkers for 
12 vowels with ellipses fit to the data ("ae"=/ae/, "a"=/a/, "c"=/3/, 
"^" =/,q, "a"=l:v/). 
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FIG. 4. Values of F1 and F2 for 46 men, 48 women, and 46 children for 10 vowels with ellipses fit to the data ("ae" =/•e/, "a" =/o/, "c" =/3/, "n" =/M, 
"a"=/aq). Measurements for/e/and/o/have been omitted, and the data have been thinned of redundant data points. 
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FIG. 5. Acoustic vowel diagrams showing average formant frequencies for 
men from the present study and from Peterson and Barney ("ae"=/•e/, 
"a" =/o/, "c" =/3/, "^"=/,q, "a" =/a,/). 
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FIG. 6. Acoustic vowel diagrams showing average formant frequencies for 
women from the present study and from Peterson and Barney ("ae"=/ae/, 
"a" =/a/, "c" =/3/, "n" =/•/, "a" =/a•/). 
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FIG. 7. Acoustic vowel diagrams showing average formant frequencies for 
children from the present study and from Peterson and Barney ("ae" =/a•/, 
"a" =/o/, "c" =/el, "n" =/,•/, "a" =/aV). 

our data and, for the back vowels, more anterior tongue po- 
sitions. It should be noted, of course, that these differences in 
the formant patterns could be explained by differences in lip 
posture instead of---or perhaps in addition to--differences in 
tongue position. The children in our study seem to show a 
general tendency toward centralization when compared to 
the PB data. The central vowels/d and/3•/produced by the 
adult talkers are alone in occupying nearly identical positions 
in the two sets of formant data. 

The vowels occupy similar relative positions in the two 
sets of data, with the notable exception of/e/and/a:/. Our 
data indicate higher F2 values for/a•/as compared with/e/, 
and slightly lower F1 values for/•e/than/e/, although the 
difference in F1 is not consistent across talker groups. 
Analysis of data for individual talkers showed that the F2 
differences between these two vowels were highly consis- 
tent: 91% of the talkers produced an/a•/with a higher F2 
than their/e/. The F1 differences were less consistent, with 
68% of the talkers producing an/a•/with a lower F1 value 
than their/e/. Our findings for these two vowels contrast not 
only with PB, but also with Di Benedetto's (1989a) results 
from three adult talkers, and with a large Texas Instruments 
database described by Syrdal (1985). As can be seen in Figs. 
3 and 4, these two vowels show a very high degree of over- 
lap in F1-F2 space. As will be seen below, these vowels are 
well identified by listeners, and can be separated well based 
on acoustic measurements only if spectral change is taken 
into account. 

Figure 8 compares our average values of F3 with those 
of PB. Overall, the F3 values from the two studies are quite 
similar, with our measures averaging 113 Hz (4.7%) higher 
for the men, 47 Hz (1.7%) higher for the women, and 174 Hz 
(5.5%) lower for the children. The slightly higher F3 values 
for PB's children are consistent with the F0 differences de- 

scribed previously. 
d. Spectral change patterns. Although the primary pur- 

pose of this study was to compare our static formant mea- 
surements with those of PB, a preliminary analysis was con- 
ducted of the patterns of formant frequency change 
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FIG. 8. Scalter plot of F3 values from the present sludy and from Peterson 
and Barney (1952). Data points above the solid line indicate higher F3 
values for the Peterson and Barney data. 

associated with these utterances. Figure 9 is based on the 
formant pattern sampled at 20% and 80% of vowel duration, 
averaged across vowels produced by the three groups of talk- 
ers. F0 was sampled just once at steady state. The values 
have been converted to a mel scale using the technical ap- 
proximation from Fant (1973) and are represented as F1- 
F0 vs F3-F2. (Note that the F3-F2 axis has been inverted 
to produce a display that more closely resembles a conven- 
tional FI IF2 plot.) This representation is similar to models 
proposed by Miller (1989) and Syrdal {1985), except that a 
mel scale is used in place of Miller's log scale and Syrda!'s 
Bark scale. 2 The symbol identifying the vowel is plotted at 
the location of the second samplc of the formant pattern, and 
a line connects this point to the first sample. As the figure 
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FIG. 9. Spectral change patterns associated with the 12 vowels ("ae" 
=[•e/, "a"=/o/, "c"=/a/, "n"=/M, "3"=/•-/). The abscissa is the differ- 
ence between reel-transformed values of F 1 and F0, and the ordinate is the 
difference between reel-transformed values of F2 and F3. The F3-F2 axis 

has been inverted to produce a display that more closely resembles a con- 
ventional FI[F2 plot. The symbol idenlifying the vowel is plotted at the 
location of the second sample of the formant pattern, and a line connects this 
point to the first sample. The largest symbols are used for the men and the 
smallest symbols are used for the children. 
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indicates, nearly all of the vowels show a good deal of for- 
mant frequency change. Further, the formants are moving in 
such a way as to enhance the contrast between vowels with 
similar static positions in formant space. For example, the 
/•e/-/e/pair shows a high degree of overlap when the for- 
mants are sampled at steady state. As the figure shows, these 
two vowels appear to exhibit distinct spectral change pat- 
terns. Likewise,/u/and/u/show a high degree of overlap in 
static F1/F2 space but appear to show distinct patterns of 
spectral change. The influence of spectral change patterns on 
the separability of vowel categories will be examined in a 
more systematic way in the discriminant analysis studies de- 
scribed in Sec. III. 

II. VOWEL IDENTIFICATION 

A. Methods 

1. Listeners 

Listeners consisted of 20 undergraduate and graduate 
students in the Speech and Pathology and Audiology Depart- 
ment at Western Michigan University, none of whom had 
participated as talkers. The choice of phonetically trained 
listeners was motivated by the findings of Assmann et al. 
(1982) indicating that a relatively large proportion of identi- 
fication errors produced by untrained listeners are due prima- 
rily to the listeners' uncertainty about how to map perceived 
vowel quality onto orthographic symbols. All of the listeners 
had taken an undergraduate course in phonetics, although as 
a group they would not be considered experienced phoneti- 
clans. The dialect screening procedure and subject selection 
criteria described for the subjects who served as talkers were 
used for the listeners as well. 

2. Procedures 

Listeners were tested individually in a quiet room in two 
sessions lasting approximately 1 h each. Signals were low- 
pass filtered at 7.2 kHz at the output of a D/A converter 
(Tucker and Davis DD]), amplified, and delivered to a single 
loudspeaker (Boston Acoustics A60) at an average intensity 
of 77 dBA at the listener's head (approximately 70 cm from 
the loudspeaker). Over the course of the two sessions listen- 
ers identified one presentation of each of the 1668 /hVd/ 
signals. The signals were presented in fully random order 
(i.e., not blocked by talker), and the randomization was 
changed daily. This randomization method differs from PB, 
who tested subjects in blocks of trials which presented lis- 
teners with randomly ordered tokens from ten talkers. 3 

Subjects responded by pressing one of 12 keys on a 
computer keyboard that had been labeled both with the pho- 
netic symbols and the corresponding key words (e.g., 
"heed," "hid," "head," etc.). Each listening test was pre- 
ceded by a brief practice session to ensure that subjects un- 
derstood how the key labels were to be interpreted. 

3. Results 

Table VI presents a summary of identification rates for 
each vowel category, along with comparable data from PB. 
The full confusion matrix is shown in Table VII. The results 

are generally quite similar to PB. The overall identification 

rates from the two studies are quite similar, as are the rates 
for most of the individual vowels. Our results show slightly 
poorer identification of the/o/-/o/pair, but somewhat better 
identification of/l/ and of the /ze/-/e/ pair. The relatively 
high idenfifiability of/•e/and/e/is interesting in light of the 
poor separation of these vowels based on static measures of 
F1 and F2. 

Figure 10 shows a histogram of identification rates for 
the individual signals. The majority of the signals (65%) 
were identified unanimously by the listeners, and 89% were 
identified at rates of 90% or greater. For 33 signals (2%) the 
majority vote of the listeners was a vowel other than that 
intended by the talker. Most of these (55%) were intended as 
/3/but heard as/o/, but there were also instances such as/a•/ 
heard as/e/,/œ/heard as/•e/,/o/heard as/3/, and/[/heard as 
/e/. It seems logical to interpret signals consistently heard as 
a vowel other than that intended by the talker as production 
errors. While the number of tokens involved is a small pro- 
portion of the total, by this criterion nearly 14% of the at- 
tempts at/3/were production errors. It is clear, then, that the 
dialect screening procedures were ineffective in some cases; 
that is, there were some speakers who passed the /o/-/3/ 
dialect screening but, for reasons that are not clear, did not 
produce a convincing/3/when the/hVd/syllables were re- 
corded. 

Overall identification rates were highest for the women 
talkers and lowest for the children. A repeated-measures 
analysis of variance for talker gender using arcsine trans- 
formed overall identification rates for the 20 listeners was 

significant [F(2,57)=14.7, p<0.001]. Post-hoc analysis 
showed significant differences among all three talker groups. 
It is important to note, however, that the magnitude of the 
effect is quite small, with only 1.9% separating the highest 
and lowest identification rates. It is interesting that there is 
no evidence at all that signals with higher fundamental fre- 
quencies are more poorly identified, despite the fact that for- 
mant peaks are more poorly defined in signals with wide 
harmonic spacing. 

III. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

The purpose of the discriminant analyses was to deter- 
mine how well the vowels could be separated based on vari- 
ous combinations of the acoustic measurements and, where 

appropriate, to compare these results with similar analyses of 
the PB database. A quadratic discriminant analysis technique 
(Johnson and Winchern, 1982) was used for classification. In 
all cases, the "jackknife" technique was used in which sta- 
tistics for an individual token are removed from the training 
data prior to the attempt to classify the token (see also Syrdal 
and Gopal, 1986). Tokens showing a merger in a formant slot 
that was included in the parameter list were not included in 
the analyses. 

Table VIII shows classification results for static param- 
eter sets, i.e., measurements sampled once at steady state. To 
facilitate comparisons with PB,/el and/o/were not included 
in these tests. As might have been expected based on inspec- 
tion of Figs. 3 and 4, our vowels do not separate as well as 
the PB data based on static measures of F1 and F2. The 
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differences in category separability become smaller as more 
parameters are added, but in all cases the PB vowels are 
classified with greater accuracy than ours. 

Table IX demonstrates the effects of including vowel 
duration and spectral change information on classification 
accuracy. Only data from the present study are included, 
again omitting/e/and/o/. The one-sample results are based 
on a single sample of the formant pattern at steady state, the 
two-sample results are based on samples taken at 20% and 
80% of vowel duration, and the three-sample results are 
based on samples taken at 20%, 50%, and 80% of vowel 
duration. For the two- and three-sample parameter sets in- 
cluding F0, a single sample of F0 at steady state was used. 
Results are shown for all tokens in the database, and for a 
subset of the data that excluded individual tokens that 

showed identification error rates of 15% or greater (11.5% of 
the tokens). 

It can be seen that including vowel duration in the pa- 
rameter set results in a consistent improvement in perfor- 
mance, especially for the simplest parameter sets such as 
single-sample F1-F2. However, the most dramatic effect is 
seen when comparing a single sample of the formant pattern 
with two samples. The improvement in classification accu- 
racy averages 11.2%, and is especially large for the param- 
eter sets involving F1 and F2 alone. Adding a third sample 
of the formant pattern produces little or no improvement in 
classification accuracy. This would seem to suggest that only 
a very coarse representation of the spectral change pattern is 
needed for classification. It can also be seen that omitting 
tokens with relatively high identification error rates produces 
a consistent improvement in classification accuracy. This 
finding indicates that the errors produced by the pattern clas- 
sifier tend to occur more often for tokens that are poorly 
identified by listeners. 

Although not shown in the table, the same classification 
tests were conducted using the full set of 12 vowels. The 
overall pattern of results was quite similar to that shown in 
Table IX, except that the improvement in classification accu- 
racy with two samples of the formant pattern was somewhat 
larger. This is a logical result given that the two vowels that 
were added,/e/and/o/, are nearly always diphthongized. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The original intent of this study was to collect a database 
of acoustic measurements for/hVd/utterances comparable to 
PB, but with additional measures of duration and spectral 
change that could be used to study the role of dynamic prop- 
erties in vowel recognition. The differences that were ob- 
served between our static measurements of formant patterns 
and those of PB were not anticipated. One possible explana- 
tion of these differences has to do with our use of LPC as 

opposed to the more direct spectrum analysis method used 
by PB. This possibility cannot be eliminated entirely, particu- 
larly since we attempted no direct comparisons of our LPC 
measurements with measures obtained using PB's spectro- 
graphic technique. However, the differences between our 
data and those of PB strike us as both too numerous and too 

diverse to be explained by differences in spectrum analysis 
methods. Although not entirely conclusive, the comparisons 

that were made between formants measured from LPC and 

cepstrally smoothed Fourier spectra also make it seem un- 
likely that the differences can be attributed to spectrum 
analysis methods. The close similarity in F3 values and the 
nearly identical formant values for the central vowels pro- 
duced by the adult talkers from the two studies would also 
seem to argue against this interpretation. 

It also seems unlikely that the discrepancies can be at- 
tributed to differences in the times at which the formant pat- 
terns were sampled. Our data showed that steady-state times 
could be located with a surprisingly high degree of reliabil- 
ity. In addition, in data not reported here, we determined for 
three vowels (/œ/,/a•/, and/u/) that even the most procrustean 
method of locating steady state times could not bring the two 
sets of formant data into convergence. 4 

If we assume, then, that the acoustic measurements were 
made with roughly equal precision in the two studies, then it 
must be the case that many of these vowels were simply 
produced in different ways by the two groups of talkers. As 
was indicated previously, little is known about the dialect of 
the PB talkers except: (1) Most of the women were raised in 
the mid-Atlantic region; (2) the men represented "... a broad 
regional sampling of the United States ..." (Peterson and Bar- 
ney, 1952, p. 177); (3) a "few" of the talkers learned English 
as a second language; and (4) "most" of the talkers spoke 
General American. Perhaps more important than potential 
differences in regional dialect is the passage of some 40 
years in the times at which the two sets of recordings were 
made. It is well known that significant changes in speech 
production can occur over a period of several decades. For 
example, Bauer (1985) showed clear evidence of significant 
aliachronic vowel shifts when comparing recordings of Brit- 
ish RP speakers made in 1949 with similar recordings made 
in 1966. A second comparison of comparable recordings 
made in 1982 showed a continuation of the same vowel 

shifts. There are almost certainly some differences between 
our data and those of PB that can be attributed, at least in 

part, to aliachronic change. For example, the "raising" of 
/a•/, with the consequent reduction in contrast in the static 
formant positions for/•e/and/•/, has been well documented 
in several dialects of American English (e.g., Labor et al., 
1972). 

It should also be noted that the Texas Instruments data- 

base described by Syrdal (1985) shows some rather large 
differences from PB. The TI values for the front vowels are 

quite similar to PB, but rather large differences are seen for 
the back vowels. The differences from PB are in the same 

direction as in our data (i.e., implying lower and more ante- 
rior tongue positions compared to PB), but the discrepancies 
are even larger. As with the PB study, little is known about 
the dialect of the speakers in the TI study. 

There is one final point worth noting about the discrep- 
ancies in formant frequencies across these three studies. 
There has been a tendency to view the PB database as a 
benchmark of sorts, establishing the set of formant frequen- 
cies for American English vowels. For example, the PB mea- 
surements are frequently used as control parameters in 
speech synthesis studies, and often serve to define prototypes 
for vowel categories. The PB measurements have also been 
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heavily used to evaluate vowel normalization algorithms and 
are frequently used in cross-language comparisons and com- 
parisons between normal and disordered speech. The present 
results, along with those of Syrdal (1985) and Bauer (1985), 
serve as a reminder that a study of this kind can only hope to 
establish a set of formant frequencies that are typical of a 
specific dialect at a specific time in the history of that dialect. 

In contrast to the numerous differences in acoustic mea- 

surements between our study and PB, the two listening stud- 
ies produced very similar results. The overall identification 
rates from the two studies are quite similar, as are the rates 
for individual vowels. Although a detailed analysis of the 
relationships between the acoustic and perceptual data from 
the present study will have to await further study, it seems 
quite clear that the frequencies of F1 and F2 at steady state 
are not good predictors of the identification results. The 
clearest example is the /a•/-/œ/ pair, which was identified 
quite well by listeners despite very poor separation in static 
F1-F2 space. 

Another indication that static measures of F 1 and F2 

are poor predictors of vowel identification is the general 
finding that the significantly increased crowding of vowels in 
static F1 -F2 space relative to PB was not accompanied by 
an increase in perceptual confusions among vowels. Al- 
though it can only be guessed at, one possibility that might 
be considered is that our talkers produced more heavily diph- 
thongized vowels than PB's talkers. According to this view, 
the greater degree of crowding in the static formant space of 
our talkers might be offset by an increase in spectral change, 
resulting in a set of vowels that are as distinct as the PB 
vowels. However, this speculation cannot be confirmed and, 
in the absence of the original PB recordings, it is difficult to 
go beyond the general suggestion of dialect differences be- 
tween the two groups of talkers. 

It is important to note that listeners were asked to iden- 
tify utterances by choosing a label from a closed set of broad 
phonerote categories. It should not be concluded that all ut- 
terances that were assigned the same phonemic label are 
phonetically equivalent (see Ladefoged, 1967, for a discus- 
sion). Even a casual listening by an experienced phonetictan 
shows clearly that there is a range of phonetic qualities 
within the vowel categories, even when considering only to- 

TABLE VL Overall percent correct identification by vowel category. for the 
present study (HGCW) and for Peterson and Barney (PB). 

HGCW PB 

/i/ 99.6 99.9 

/I/ 98.8 92.9 

/e/ 98.3 a 

/t/ 95.1 87.7 

/a½/ 94.1 96.5 

/o/ 92.3 87.0 
/a/ 82.0 92.8 

/o/ 99.2 a 

/ul 97.5 96.5 

/u/ 97.2 99.2 

I,d 90.8 92.2 
/3-/ 99.5 99.7 

Total: 95.4 94.4 

Men: 94.6 b 

Women: 95.6 b 

Children 93.7 b 

aThesc vowels were not recorded by Peterson and Barney. 
bPeterson and Barney did not report results separately for men, women, and 
child talkers. 

kens that were well identified by listeners. It might be useful 
to reanalyze a subset of the utterances that are judged by 
experienced phoneticians to be good examples of the various 
vowel qualities. It seems likely that within-vowel-category 
variability in the acoustic measures for a subset of this kind 
would be substantially reduced. 

One other aspect of the listening test deserves comment. 
The large number of speakers and full randomizafion of both 
talkers and vowels make it very unlikely that listeners could 
have made use of a vocal tract normalization process of the 
kind described by Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957) and oth- 
ers. While there is some evidence that listeners can make use 

of speaker-specific normalizing information in certain kinds 
of tasks, the relatively high identification rates obtained in 
the present study would seem to indicate that accurate vowel 
identification does not require calibration to individual 
speakers. 

The discriminant analysis results showed that our vow- 
els could not be separated well based on a single sample of 

TABLE VII. Confusion matrix for/hVd/utterances produced by 45 men, 48 women, and 46 children. 

Vowel identified by listener 

Ill /# /e/ It/ /ae/ /a/ /al /o/ /ul lul It,/ In'/ 

/i/ 99.6 0.1 0.1 

hi 98.8 0.2 0.9 

/el 0.6 0.3 983 0.3 0.2 0.I 0. I 

Vowel It/ 0.5 95.1 3.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 

intended /ae/ 5.6 94.1 0.2 

by /o/ 0.1 0.1 0.3 92.3 3.5 0.1 0.2 0. I 3.3 
talker /a/ 13.8 82.0 0.1 0.1 3.8 

1o/ 0.1 99.2 0.5 

/u/ 0.1 97.5 1.3 1.0 

/u/ 0.3 0.4 1.9 97.2 

IM 3.7 1.8 0.3 3.2 0.2 90.8 

/a,/ 0.1 0.2 0.2 

0.1 

0. I 

0.2 

0.2 

0.I 

0.2 

99.5 
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FIG. 10. Ristogmm of percent correct identification rates for individual 
tokens, where "correct" means that the listener identified the vowel as the 
one intended by the talker. 

the formant pattern, especially F1 and F2 alone. The same is 
true of the PB data, but to a lesser degree. Adding vowel 
duration measures resulted in consistent but fairly modest 
improvements in classification accuracy, and including two 
samples of the formant pattern produced large improvements 
in category separability. These findings are consistent with 
Zahorian and Jagharghi (1993), who showed much better 
classification rates for dynamic versus static representations 
of both formants and overall spectral shape. Zahorian and 
lagharghi are also in agreement in showing much larger im- 
provements in classification accuracy with the addition of 
spectral change as compared to vowel duration. The present 
results, along with those of Zahorian and Jagharghi, are con- 
sistent with many recent findings suggesting that the vowels 
of American English are more appropriately viewed not as 
points in phonetic space but rather as trajectories through 

TABLE VIII. Quadratic discrimination results for the present data (HGCW) 
and for the PB data set based on a single sample of the formant pattern. The 
table shows overall classification accuracy using the "jackknife" method in 
which measurements for individual tokens are removed from the training 
statistics prior to classification. 

Parameter set HGCW PB 

F 1 ,F2 68.2 74.9 
F1,F2,F3 81.0 83.6 
FO,F1 ,F2 78.2 85.9 
FO,FI,F2,F3 84.7 86.6 

phonetic space. For example, several studies have shown 
very high identification rates for "silent center" stimuli con- 
sisting of onglides and offglides only (e.g., Jenkins et al., 
1983; Nearey, 1989; Nearey and Assmann, 1986). Comple- 
menting these results are Hillenbrand and Gayvert's (1993b) 
findings showing that steady-state vowels synthesized from 
the PB measurements are not well identified by listeners (see 
also Fairbanks and Grubb, 1961). Taken together, the silent 
center and steady-state resynthesis results suggest that static 
spectral targets are neither necessary nor sufficient for accu- 
rate vowel recognition. 

It is interesting in this regard that the importance of 
dynamic information in vowel identification was recognized 
by PB, who commented, "It is the present belief that the 
complex acoustical patterns represented by the words are not 
adequately represented by a single •ction, but require a 
more complex portrayal" (Peterson and Barney, 1952, p. 
184). The precise nature of this "more complex portrayal" 
remains unclear, however, since we still do not know how 

listeners map spectral change patterns onto perceived vowel 
quality. Our discriminant analysis findings indicated that a 
fairly coarse, two-sample representation of the formant pat- 
tern is all that is necessary for accurate vowel classification. 

TABLE IX. Quadratic discrimination results for the present data showing the effect of including duration and 
spectral change information on classification accuracy. The table shows overall classification accuracy using the 
"jacldmife" method in which measurements for individual tokens are removed from the training statistics prior 
to classification. The one-sample results are based on a single sample of the formant pattern at "steady state;" 
the two-sample results are based on samples taken at 20% and 80% of vowel duration; the three-sample results 
are based on samples taken at 20%, 50%, and 80% of vowel duration. ("NoDor" =vowel duration not included; 
"Dur"=vowel duration included.) Entries under the heading of "All tokens" used the full database; entries 
under the heading "well identified tokens only" are based on a data set that did not include tokens with error 
rates of 15% or greater (11.5% of the tokens). 

All tokens 

One sample Two samples Three samples 
Parameter set NoDur Dar NoDur Dur NoDur Dur 

F1 ,F2 68.2 76.1 87.9 90.3 87.7 90.4 
F1,F2,F3 81.0 84.6 91.6 02.7 91.8 93.1 
F0,F1,F2 78.2 82.0 91.6 92.5 91.0 92.6 
FO,FI ,F2,F3 84.7 87.8 93.6 94.1 92.8 94.8 

Well identified tokens only 
One sample Two samples Three samples 

Parameter set NoDur Dur NoDur Dur NoDur Dur 

FI .F2 71.4 80.0 90.8 93.6 90.7 93.3 
F1 ,F2,F3 85.3 89.1 95.4 96.2 95.3 95.8 
FO,F1 ,F2 82.3 86.3 95.5 96.3 94.8 96.0 
F0,F1 ,F2,F3 88.7 91.6 97.3 97.8 96.6 97.3 
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However, that does not imply that the details of the formant 
change pattern are unimportant to the listener. Additional 
studies using synthesis methods are needed to learn more 
about the specific mapping relations that are involved in 
vowel recognition. Also needed are studies of spectral 
change patterns in more complex phonetic environments 
than the/hVd/utterances examined here (e.g., Stevens and 
House, 1963). While it seems certain that the associations 
which we observed between vowel categories and spectral 
change patterns will be less straightforward in more complex 
phonetic environments, the extent of the oversimplification 
in our data is as yet unknown. 
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